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AN INSTRUMENT WAS DEVELOPED THAT COULD BE USED FOR
ESTABLISHING THE CORE OF PROFESSIONAL KNOILEDGES AND
ABILITIES REQUIRED-IN TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR VOCATIONAL
TEACHERS IN FIVE AREAS. THE DISCIPLINES REPRESENTED IN THE
PROCESS OF IDENTIFICATION INCLUDED (1) TRACE ANDkINDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, (2) BUSINESS EDUCATION, (3) HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION, (.4) AGRICULTURE EDUCATION, AND (5) DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION. PROFESSIONAL COURSES REQUIRED FOR THE PREPARATION
OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS WERE REVIEWED, AND A COMPOSITE LISTING
WAS MADE OF KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS WHICH WERE UNIQUE TO THE
DISCIPLINES BEING STUDIED. WITH THE HELP OF CONSULTANTS,
KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE INSTRUMENT WERE
SELECTED. THE 200 COMPONENTS OF THE FINAL LISTING WERE THEN
INCORPORATED IN THE INSTRUMENT USING LIKERT SCALES TO RATE
THE NEED FOR EACH KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL IN THE WORKER'S JOB.
THE COMPLETED INSTRUMENT UAS DEEMED READY FOR THE FIELD
TESTING PHASE. (GD)
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INTRODUCTION

I. THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem

The central problem of this study was to develop an irxstruleent _which
could be used for the determination of the core of professional krkoWledges
and skills required in training programs for vocational teachers* The
basic thedis advanced is, the study was that there should be a common set
of experiences among tr lining programs in vocational education. According
to this premise the reoblems related to the training of teachers of
vocational education have common threads extending throughout the broad
spectrum of disciplines included within the scope of training.

The thesis of com monality among vocational program has been advanced
of late by several researchers including Woerdehoff and others (29, pp.
62.61), who developed comon elements which emerged from an analysis of
trends and concepts of vocational education. The coin concerns of the
composite of vocational programs has also been reflected in the recent
1965 Sixtyefourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part I, entitled Vocational Education, in which nearly the
entire content was devoted fireiTirrenes ariTairest to all vocational
areas. In similar fashion, the Vocatimal. Education Act of 1963 denotes
commonality among programs and expands the definition of vocational
training to " . include vocational guidanne and ceenseling in
connection with such training, instruction related to the occupation for
which the student is being trained or necessary for him to benefit from
such training. . ." (Section81.

It is apparent that local training progr meb. as well as state and
national efforts, should be geared toward the current needs of workers.
One of the principal methods of approaching this problem is through
occupational analyses. Vocational education has pioneered in the use of
this research method f,16, pp. 183, 26344. One of the best techniques
of evaluation has been the use of follow-up studies to determine the
extent which worker& were trained for various occupations. The
results of these studies he had obvious implications for program planning
and curriculum development :,16, p. 265).

Presently,, as wofl as in the past, the training of agriculture and
hog 3 economics teachers, and to a great extent, teachers of distributive
education, -hat been accompliehed through programs which combine a broad
base of occupational content with appropriate professional education.
Poi* trade and industrial education, persons with adequate eccupational
experiences have been employed with relatively little pre-employment
Otaessional.traintna (27,,p. 266). Likewise, program variations may
Ccattiolmcause of differences in geography and climate (27, p. 174)0

If appropriate training programs are to meet these varying needs,
met be designed- to fit the operating programs. However, the

titancltazation- of ;Cal= wrings .the nation might well be
08.etiOable- iteemy fields (27, p. 175) . Such a standardization in
erocationa-teapher training alight well be dependent upon the identifi-
cation -a the -basip_ elements or comon core of experiences among eli
vodational training' programs.
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The central problem,of this proposal was focused on the identifi.
cation of common elements of professional training inherent Ter the
vocational programs ta be studied. Specifically, the problem was
centered on the classification of tratiing needs far the various
disciplines etdied which art common to and out wawa a variety of
teacher lakeparation programs. The first phase centered upon tha develop_
rend of an appropriate instrument to be utilized for the subsequent study
of common elemeatsa

II. THE RELATED LITERATURE AND THE RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

The Relatod Literature

In recent years, many approaches have been made to obtain informa-
tionwbich may serve as a basis for occupational preparation. This
section presents a sequence of events based on related studies and
proceeds: ough to the evolvement of the theoretical construct for the
present study.

Recently, therm have been increased efforts to identify dimensions
relating job classification to job trataing. The present study has
emerged from these efforts, There is considerable interest in both the
methodology of related work and the findings of these studies. The
present study was particularly interested in exploiting the identification
of common behavioral factors relevant to job training. From the various
approaches, three have been selected for special consideration.

1. The classification of 22222ations. Perhaps the most pertinent
developments ZIFE-EiVFEaTil given recent attention in the classifi-
cation of occupations has been instigated by the Bureau of Employment
Security of the U.S. Department of Labor. These developments, among
others, have attempted to systematically classify the D.O.T. (Dictio
of Occu tional Titles). The concept of these classifications-
een etc y, Fine 47) and Studdiford (23), with Studdiford report-

ing on occupations classified according to work performed, industry, work-
ing conditions, training time, aptitudes, interests, and a variety of
other factors. In all, a total of forty-four variables were identified
to describe these components (24), with a subsequent factor analysis
treatment by McCormick, Finn, and Schieps reducing the vpriables to
seven factors (iii). These seven reported patterns of job requirements
were based on ratings assigned to each variable for a sample of 4,000
jobs (14). The seven factors included (1) mental and educational
development versus adaptability to routine, (2) adaptability to precision
operations, (3) body agility," (Ii) artistic ability and esthetic appreci-
ation, (5) manual art ability, (6) personal contact ablliV versus adapt-
ability to routines and (7) heavy manual work versus clerical ability.
These reportings have relevance to the present study in that the develop-
ment of classification of jobs and the termia 1. emergence of job require-
ments have been sequentialized. According to McCormick, Finn, and Schieps,
it was found that there was present " a. strong concentration of
jobs in a very limited number of the various possible patterns" (14).
These systemtized analyses suggest that requirements for vocational teacher
training may be similarly studied with appropriate curriculum and training
program changes resulting.
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2. Related methodoluleal studies. It appears that methodologiial
procedureMTIErFATim under consideration should be an important seg.
ment of related literature informatian. The previously reported study
by McCormick, Finn, and Schleps (14) represents such a study. The
canceptuallliasis of the present study emerged from the studies of job
interrelationship by McCormick (13)0 Thomas (25)0 and Chalupsky (I) in
which factors in office occupations and clerical jobs were studied. These
workers reported that "cluster" identifications of jobs were made with
Chalupsky using two check lists to examine a sample of job schedules and
thence analyzing the data from the two check lists separately. This
study showed that for factors were common to both check lists, denoting
the pessible overlap of factors.

A similar approach has been made by Courtney in studying eighty
factors within three occupations in the field of industrial graphics
(5). Of special importance to the present study is the collection of
basic data from established workers who indicated components pertinent
to their occupations by checking appropriate check lists. A Wisconsin
State Board of Regents of State Colleges study directed by Courtney
utilized the same technique in analyzing seventy-two items related to
professional education course preparation and requirements. The method-
ology, using analysis of variance, was judged to be very appropriate for
the study (6). Here. the association of need and training preparation
was related using a Likert-type check list and a sampling from a pop-
ulation of experienced vocational teachers in the field. Thus, the col-
lection of basic data from experienced workers has been verified for
the present contemplated study.

3r Studies in related agricultural occupations. Recent studies

includingyTolztesId Courtney O) an (4), have

applied and verified the methodology described above. These studies
have analyzed data obtained for needed competencies and activities in
related agricultural occupations. The studies reported by Phipps and

Fuller (21) implemented the collection of data through interviewing
the workers.

Using data collected by Courtney (4), Coster and Courtney analyzed
the responses from a sample of 120 workers in related agricultural
occupations for i18 competencies related to agricultural jobs (2). Here

intercorrelations among workers averaged over the competencies studied,
and intercorrelations averaged over the workers resulted in the identi-
fication of five competency groups: plant science, animal science, soil
science, agricultural business management, and agricultural mechanics.
The factor analysis confirmed to a reasonable degree the existence of
three occupational groups in that loadings of 93 of the 120 workers
showed agreement with the hypothesized factors. For the analysis of
competencies, however, the farm management competencies loaded on the
animal factor and on the agronomy factor. Coster and Penrod reconfirmed

thee findings in their work (3).

It appears that identified factors, based on responses to activities
or competencies, do not follow occupational classification lines, This

would suggest the existence of common competency or activity factors.

Using this as a departure point, it is assumed that preparation or train-

ing for gainful, employment maybe studied with the identification of

competency needs being forthcoming as a result.
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III. THE THEORETICAL CONSTRUCT

From the studies cited above, the following resumes maybe form-
ulated for purpoms of setting the stage for development of...the
theoretillal framwork for the study0

10 Occupations my be classifieds, and studied, from a variety of
peropsstives. The idea of components analyses has presented itself in
recent years to the extent that such analyses are considered to be
acceptable means of classifications. Patterns of job requirements have
been closely associated with the concept of factor identification.

2. The classification of jobs and job requirements have called
upon approaches to methodology which have, likewise, been varied and
many. The advent of the studies of job interrelationships and factor
analyses have dealt primarily with check lists as the screening tool.
Approaches which have utilized these techniques have analyzed components
of occupations as well as components of training program preparations
and needs.

3. Agriculturally related occupational studies have utilized the
principles of data collection by check lists, as well as through the
methodology of factor analysis. The use of the interview in the data
collection process has added to the validity of findings. The incorpor-
ation of the existence of commonalities among related occupations through
the analysis of activity factors binds the linkages between methodology
and classification. Hence, the approach t6_ the identification of common-
alities among programs maybe logically studied with the common elemats
of training being identified.

Thus, the stage is set for the basis for studying the problem at
hand. The theoretical framework for the study is deployed in the follow-
ing statements:

1. Factor identification maybe accomplished using as a base an
occupational groups classification system. Such identifications should
reveal areas of differentiation among workers.

2. The use of job requirement components in the collection process
provides for a large spectrum analysis description of the populations
being studied. The inventorying of competency or need activities
provide the data necessary for interrelationship and factor analysis.

3. The application of factor analytical and analysis of variance
techniques provide a basis for descriptive grouping of the inventoried
factors. Through such analyses, groupings of subject matter common
to the populations under investigation maybe appropriately compared for
both competency and need. From such analyses, patterns of training may
be established for workers in vocational teaching so that the basic
elements and needed experiences among training progiam maybe identified.

-4-
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IV. THE OBJECTIVES

The theoretical construct of the study may be translated into an
appropriate set of objectives which reveal the nature of the problem's
description, In analyzing the various factors related to Phase I of
the research, the following objectives are given:

1. To develop a composite of professional education courses
required for the preparation of teachers of vocational teachers.

2. To produce a summary of components consisting of knowledges
and skills offered to teacher trainees.

V. THE PROCEDURES

The present phase was primarily conceived with the construction
of an instrument which could be used for the collection of data for
the study. In the development of the instrument, the following steps
were completed:

1. A composite of professional courses required for the prepar-
ation of vocational teachers was made, using seventeen arbitrarily
selected institutions for the compilation.* Institutions used for this
step included those which provided training for professional workers in

A. Trade and Industrial Education
B. Business Education
C. Home Economics Education
D. Agriculture Education
E. Distributive Education

2. A composite listing was made of components (knowledges and
skills) representing professional education courses which were unique
to the five disciplines indicated above.

3. A selection of representative knowledges and skills was made
with the selected components comprising the content from which the
finalized instrument was derived.

4. The completed instrument was designed to have responses recorded
on a Likert -type arrangement for each of the components. The instrument
was formed to run a forced - choice distribution of the selected components
in order that the same frame of reference be recorded for all teachers
who would respond to the scale. The intended distribution spreads itself
according to the scheme suggested by McNemar (15) in which, with a
mean of 3.0, components are arranged by the respondents from a low of
1.0 to a high of 5.0 as follows:

Nrommer

*See the Appendix, for a listing of institutions, courses inspected,
and requirements for each.



Likert-number
Designation

Percentage
Arrangement

Number of
Items

1.0 12% 24
2.0 22% hit
3.0 (mean) 32% 64
4.0 22% 44
5.0 12% 2L

x=100% as 200

Each of the two hundred items comprising the instrument were
placed on cards which could be sorted into the five forced-choice
categories, thus making the rearrangement of cards easier for the
respondents. A marked table indicating categories and numbers of
items to be placed in each category was developed to facilitate the
sorting effort.

It is intended that the completed instrument will be used in
conjunction with the personal interview as data are colledted for
the study.

VI. THE RESULTS

The identification of the common elements of professional train-
ing will, in the future) serve as a basis for developing programs for
the preparation of vocational teachers. The facilitation of the
availability of transference among occupations is a challenge for
which answers must be sought:

For the present study, which involved the development of the
instrument to be used in the collection of data, the following results
were concluded:

. 1. In all, a total of forty-six subject matter areas were
examined for content with a terminal listing of several hundred know-
ledges and skills being identified:*

2. From the composite list of knowledges and skills, an arbitrary
selection of. items resulted in 200 components being identified for use
in subs uent research phases. Consultants were utilized in the
selection omponents to be used for the study.1

*See the Appendix for a list the areas studied.

1Consultants, utilized for the study included John Stevenson
(Vocational (adance), Robert Rudiger (Trade and Industrial Education),
Vernon Swensen (Distributive Education and Business Education),
Mildred Turney (Home Economics Education)) John Coster (Vocational
Agriaulture and Research Design); Clifford Gauthier (Statistics-
Computer), Kenneth Little (Resource Materials), and Morris Norfleet
(Measurement). Wayne Nelson acted as the Research Assistant.

C.
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'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING NEEDS STUDY
INSTRUMENT

(to be used in combination with the interview
as a technique for data collection).

STOUT STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL, OF EDUCATION

NENOMONIE, WISCONSIN ,-
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Directions: Following is a list of knowledges and skills items
related to training needs and requirements for teachers of vocational
education. For each statement (item) decide which one of the following
ratings (1 2 3 4 5) best evaluates your feeling about the necessity
for the knowledge or ability item with regard to Your job. The follow-
ing key should be used for the assignment of the ratings:

1. My job requires no knowledge or skill of this activity.

2. My job requires some knowledge or skill of this activity*

3. My"job requires a reasonable amount of knowledge or skill of
this activity.

4. My job requires a fairly complete knowledge or skill of this
activity.

5. My job requires a complete knowledge or skill of this activity.

For the assignment of ratings (1 2 3 4 5) to each knowledge or skill
item, please distribute the ratings as follows:

Assign 24 items a rating of 1.
Assign 11 items a rating of 2.
Assign E items a rating of 3.
Assign Tig items a rating of 4,
Assign 7 items a rating of 5.

If. there are questions concerning the assignment of the cards, please

ask the interviewer for further explanation of the rating system.

,Sob
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1:71Owledge and Understanding of:

1. The use of standardized test results in placement.
2. Evaluating student achievement.
3. Evaluating student growth and development.
4. The use of standardized tests for classroom use.
5. Evaluation as it relates to the total teaching process,
6. Selection of tests.
7. The value and use of percentiles.
8. Ths referral resources available to a counselor,
9. The major industrial and agricultural production processes.

10. The placeof teacher made.tests,
11. The types of achievement measuring devices.
12. The procedure for checking test validity.
13. The procedure for checking test reliability.
14. The use of the test as a teachino device.
15. The use of the central tendency measures in testing.
16. The value of oral tests.
17. The basic types of objective questions used by teachers.
18. Ways of measuring manipulative skills.
19. The characteristics of an efficient marking system.
20. Principles of test administration.
21. Principles of teat construction.
22. The use of pupil report cards.
23. The media to use for public relations."
24. The value of public relations to the school.
25. The responsibility of the instructor for public relations.
26. The groups in the community to be served by vocational education.
27. How to develop parental understanding of the vocational program.
28. How to effectively utilize available public relation techniques.
29. The changes in educational philosophy during recent years.
30. The basic principles of education.
31. The technical changes influencing curriculum.
32. The effect of industrial development on selection of basic

instructional units.
4 d 33. The basic principles of teaching.

34. The relationship of laws of learning and current philosophy.
35. Teacher ethics and the reason for them.
36. The role of the school in training students for specialized vocations.
3 ?. The development of skille.aa objectives of education.
38. The acquisition -of knowledge as an objective of education.
39. Professional ethics and its influence upon teachers.
40. The educational implications of changes taking place in our society.
41. The use of vocational guidance in the school setting.
42. The various techniques and theories of counseling.
43. The function of the school in job placement.
44. The techniques of human relations.
45. The organization of guidance in local schools,
46. The changing. technical needs of society.

47. The Offerings of vocational and technical schools.
48. The philosophy and principle6 of vocational and adult education.

49. The purposes of vocational education,
50. The differences between vocational education and technical education.

r-
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51. The differences between vocational education and general education.

524 The occupational demanda'o. the future.
53. The trends in emv..oyment of the service trades.
54. The steps in tescIling a lesson.

How environmental factors influence the individual within his society.
56. The types of relationships between the teacher, pupils, parents, and

the staff.

57. The significance of the serious federal acts upon vocational education.
"58. The essential features of the Smith - Hughes. and George-Barden Acts.

59. The educational implication of our changing society.
60: The effects of automation on 'society.
61. The industrial-nature of society.
62. Trends in vocational and adult education.
63. The economic changes influencing curriculum.
64. The present status of vocational education."
65. The sociological changes influencing curriculum.
66. The role of education in our society.
6 ?. The plan for distributing state and federal aid.
68. The implications of the Vocational Education Act of 1953 for

vocational education.
69. The development of vocational education in America.
70.. The principle's of industrial economics.
71. The duties of local beards- of vocational and adult education.
72. The special requirements of vocational buildings.
73. The structure and use of advisory committees.
74. Relating the vocational program to other curricular offerings.
75. The purpose of teacher tenure laws.
76. The finance of adult vocational education.
77. The state plan of vocational education.
78. Organization and promotion of adult classes.
79. The school laws ,and policies.
80. The school budgeting and record keeping.
81. The need for compulsory school attendance laws.
82, Current educational trends.
83. The occupational objectives of students.
84. The need and opportunity for employment in vocational occupations.
85. The information necessary for occupational planning.
86. The major classifications of workers.
87. Occupational training needs.
88. The history of industrial and agricultural.development,
89. The requirements for entrance into occupations:
90. The use of the Dictionary of Occupational Lulu.
91. The organization of vocational and adult education.
92. The use of job classification.
93. The types-of vocational occupations.
94. Criteria for evaluating occupational information,
95. The laws and regulations concerning employment.
96. The basic theories of" occupational choice..

9?. The steps in problem-solving.
98. The trends in curriculum development in the secondary school.
99. The relationship of trade andjob analysis to course development.

100. Wow to educate the handicapped.

T it
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1016 Tk* place of the classroom teacher in curriculum revision.
102. The proper use of the discussion method.

C I

*

103.
104.

The =jar parts of a course of stu dy.
The relationship of daily lesson plan to course of study.

105. The curriculum patterns in general education*
106. The principles of learning.
107. The advantages and disadvantages of programmed learning,
108. The purposes of curriculum planning.
109. The tools and equipment necessary for instruction.
110. The intonation needed to manage a class.
111! The place of.competitive events in teaching vocational education.

r

112. The construction of teaching outlines.
113. The qualifications of a good discussion leader.
114. The use of organization charts.
115. The appropriate grade levels for presenting occupational and

educational information.
116. The formal organization of the course of study.
117. The characteristize of related instruction.
118. The use of assignment sheets to aid instruction.
119. The purposes and uses of sociograms.

120. The predominant group teaching procedure,
121. The construction and use of progress charts.
122. The curriculum as affected by national and international trends.
123. The instructional aids which improve learning.
124. The place of the textbook in modern education.
125. The steps involved in a demonstration.
126. The purposes of shop projects or jobs.
127. How to provide for individual differences.
128. The common problems of discipline.
129. The criteria for a good display.
130. Student experiences which provide for maximum learning.
131. The principles relating to purchase of equipment and supplies.
132. The relationship of federal, stater and local programs.

133. The criteria used in selecting a textbook.
134. The materials necessary in the teacher's library.
135. The. rules and regulations concerning teacher liability.
136. The desirable characteristics of the teacher.
137. Types of youth groups present in schools.
138. Promotion and maintenance of adult vocational programs*
139. The non-teaching School responsibilities of teachers.
140. The role of different school officials in effective pUblic relations.
141. The major steps in job analysis.
142. The relationship between management, labor, and education.
143. Teacher certification requirements and the need for them.
144. The use of educational media in instruction.
145. The importande of the emotional climate in the class.
146. The criteria for-selecting and evaluating a film.
147. TeChniques in Asitilig,places of employment.
148. the problemS of industry.
149. The factors-affe9tins cirriculum development.
150. The place of 'schoal in'eharecter development.
151. The theories inVolvinglettrining and forgetting.
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16:1. The prinOiViles iuvi lved in the -perlhology of learning.
162. -The traatiOnal Methods of "dealing with problem behavior.
163. The too or students' enroll in vocational programs.
164. Tho role- of attitUde in the learning_ process.
1654 The transfer of learning and its implications.

The Ability to

166. Apply statistical procedures when interpreting evaluative data.
167. Select and evaluate source material.
168. Check test difficulty.
169. Use Cumulative records to check on students.
170. , Make annual reports, to tip public.
171. ,Antees occupational interests.
172. Conduct isollowup studies.
173. Make the most effective use of observation.
17k. Select audio-visual aids,
175. Plan learning experiences.
176. Organize instructional materials for effective teaching.
177 Prepare shop or laboratory lessons.
178. Make a daily lesson plan,
179. Produce and use resource units.
180. Develop appropriate teaching. objectives;
181. Use job sheets to aid -instruction.
182. Develop manipulative ability in the learner,
183. Conduct a field trip.
184. Plan and organize an adult class.
185. Develop a course of study.
186. Motivate the learner.
187. ,State appropriate lesson objectives.
188.5 news stories for newspapers and school papers.
189. ProdUce tape recordings.
190. Develop intellectual abilities of the students.
191. Establish the scope and purpose of survey's.
192. Identify and: concepts to be taught.,
193. LIAO conference.
194:- Operate off14 -type
195. Uri604E0114 adolescents.
x;-6. Seleirb.--MajOr---unitt for a amine of study.
1,97. Schedule-class and occupational work experience of eitudentc.
198., "it ook3 _Shapgalc,,00,14borator47 work.
.1 , d student,
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17114., DISCUSSION

seetion of the report is necessarily brief in that the
inAtitM4ttetelOptentwas the principal objective of the study. The
instIm06fit had ru been testAdin'the field and consevently, should
berftilsidered as tentative. Until it has been so evaluated. The
pkojected field tbsting is anticipated in the next phase of the
research.

Looal training programs; as well as state and national efforts;
should be geared toward the current needs of workers. Recently,
there have been increased efforts to identify dimensions which relate
job classification to job training. The present study was particularly
interested, in exploring the ,identification of common professional
education factors relevant to the training of teachers of vocational
subjects.

The theoretical framework for this study shows that factor
identification maybe accomplished using as a base an occupational
groups classification system. The inventorying of competency or need
activities provide data necesssry for determining interrelationships.
From such a framework, patterns of training may be established for
workers in vocational teaching so that the basic common professional
education experiences among training programs may be identified.

The present study has developed a summary of knowledge and skill
components which may now be utilized for identifying common and
differentiated elements among vocational teacher training programs.
The projected data collection work as well as the appropriate research
design has been identified and documented for the future phases,
Appropriately and conveniently, the stage is set to progress upon the
planned enterprise.

IX. SUMMARY

The central problem of this study was to develop an instrument
Which could be used for establishing the core of professiohal
knowledges and abilities required in training programs for vocational
teachers. The basic thesis advanced in the study was that there should
be a common set of experiences among training programs in vocational
education. Hence, according' to this premise, the problems related to
the training of teachers of vocational education hays common threads
extending throughout the broad spectrum of disciplines included
within the scope of training.

The principal objective of the present study was to isolate
compdnents (knowledges and abilities) offered to teacher trairsas and
whiCh could be developed into a suitable data collection device. In

x6eting this objective, course syllabi representing training programs
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COURSE SYLLABI TITLES* REVIEWED

DURING THE STUDY

Principles of Vocational Education
Methods .of Teaching
CurricUluia -Developrent
Coordination Techniques
Philosophy of Vocational Education
AdMtration of Vocational Education
Education- Evaluation
Organization of Content Materials
Conference -Leading
'Technical Education Programs
Educational Psychology
Principles a Secondary Education
Student Teaching
Educational Supervision
Introduction to Teaching
Introduction to Guidance
History of Education
Audio-Visual Techniques
Adult Education.
Occupational Informal, !.on
Activity Analysis
Introduction to Teaching Home Economics
Supervised Practice in Counseling
Appraising the Individual
Organization and Administration of Guidance
Personality and Mental Health
The Teaching of Industrial Arts
Individual Mental Testing
Wisbonsin Plan for Vocational Education
Types of Tests and What They Measure
Counseling Procedures
Group Guidance Techniques
Tests and Measurements
Psychology of Learning
Research Methods in Education
Human Growth and Development
Improverimt of Instruction in the Secondary School
Measurement Principles. and Techniques
General Psychology
Reading in the Secondary School

-P.toblemfr-in- Secondary Education for Vocational Education Teachers
Vapatioxial Guidance-for Vocational Teachers
FUndatentaIs-,of-Job,,Analysis
Shop, =Organization and- Management
.-Deveitapintitit-ot-UttrUctiOnal-Maierials
Education in .Agrioultural Occupations


